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Ashtar is an ethereal being of Light. The Ashtar Command is part of the Guardian Alliance 
(AzuriteUniversal Templer Security Team). Ashtar implements the “command” here directly under 
the leadership of Lord Sananda Kumara. They help mankind and the earth trough this change of 
consciousness in commission of The SOURCE. These ethereal Angels of the Light can communicate 
through power of thought and telepathy. Their Light-vessels are ethereal, subtle, mostly we 
can’tdiscern them because their vibration is too high. They come from another future-dimension, 
this matrix from above the 4d we cannot perceive from the 3d. They however are able to adapt 
their frequency and they work in different layers and change according to their resonance, so that 
they can materialize and suddenly appear and disappear before our eyes. In the Higher dimensions 
of Light one can make use of Light-vehicles which they “steer” through consciousness and the power 
off thought, they are one with the energy of the ship/vessel. They are all connected with this 
lightenergy and the energy-resonance of Ashtar is felt through the whole ship. That’s how they also 
communicate with each other. They travel through use of zero point-energy, light-energy, 
solarphotons and the power off thought, are in direct connection with The SOURCE.  

 

Everything is about resonance: sound-energy, shape-energy (holy geometry) and color-energy. The 
Higher Angels also manifest themselves here on earth through clouds off consciousness, the so called 
Sylphs. Shamans communicate with the higher consciousness in this manner, because in everything 



 

that lives the Divine Spark is present. The sun, the air, the trees and the animals. The resonance-
waves work through the morphogenetic fields, which in turn have their own unique vibration. The 
vessels from the lower dimensions work very differently and cannot rise above the 4d, these have a 
lower resonance-wave. The earth is passing through a photon-belt see photograph Venus-energy. 
Photons are light-particles which imbue everything with their high light-frequency. This ensures that 
everything on earth will vibrate faster and higher: it increases our consciousness. The transition from 
the “Pisces-era” to the ”Aquarius-era” . The rotation of the earth will start slowing its turning until 
the earth will come to an energetic standstill around 21-12-2012 and will achieve her Zero-point, all 
the planets will align and at the same time a light-explosion will take place from the Central Sun, 
Energetic Ribbon of Light, all the planets will be pierced through their zero-points, the earth will 
also be lifted up in her Core-crystal through this Ribbon. The earth will start radiating and this light 
will also penetrate every human being through the chakra’s. From that moment on the earth will 
rotate differently and the New Earth Energy is born! Read further six pointed star and the new 
timelines that will create love on earth. 
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